
Thank you for joining us today.

At the 2023 or 2000.

semi annual business and agricultural.

rate filings, tools and transitions webinar.

for our business and at customers.

All right, so let's go ahead and dive, right.

n. We have a lot of content today.

So our agenda today we are going to be.

very briefly reviewing logistics and safety.

then we're going to dive right into the gas.

and electric rate, pricing changes and adjustments.

Our net energy metering versus the new net billing.

that recently went into effect.

Customer tools and then agricultural time of use.

rates transition reminder.

All right, so very briefly. I just want to review.

the logistics of teams live.

And with that, please.

know that all attendees are on mute.

For audio issues, if you're experiencing anything.

you can let us know, but.

You tap the typically if you log out and log.

back in, it will fix those issues.

Also, if you would like to receive a copy.

of the recording and a PDF copy.

of the presentation with questions and.

answers, and that it in then enter.

your email in the question and answer section.



it will not be published to the wider audience and.

we'll go ahead and be sure to send you a copy again.

please enter your email and then that way you can receive.

a copy of the recording and the presentation with the question and answers.

s.

Again, question answers in the question answer section.

If we are not able to answer your question during.

the live event, it will be responded.

to and sent out as part of the deck afterwards.

If you have any question that's specific to.

your business.

Please include your name and contact information. It won't.

be posted for the wider audience.

And we'll be sure to forward that to the appropriate.

person in order to get you a response.

All right.

Very quickly, please be sure that you are in a safe.

environment at this point if.

you need to address a medical emergency.

any sort of fire, earthquake, anything that happens, please.

Go and handle what you need to handle if you are.

alone and you need assistance, please put that in the queue.

ction and we will do our best.

to assist you if that is if that.

is what's needed. And so again please be.

very aware of your surroundings and be sure to.

keep yourself in a safe environment.

as possible.



All right.

I'd like to introduce a Ben and Katia.

who will be going over our electric and gas.

rates.

Thanks, genius. Hi, everyone. This is Ben Kolnowski manage our electric.

rates team at PG&amp;E thanks for joining today.

Before we dig into the slides.

I just want to highlight that everything we're presenting in this rates.

forecast is based on the latest information presented.

in the given proceedings.

There are a number of pending proceedings right now which will be.

impactful to rates. So there's a wide range of uncertainty.

in these forecasts that we're showing.

That insert includes both what the Commission ultimately approves.

in a given proceeding, as well as when it's approved to go.

into rates.

OK. So with that, we will begin by walking through.

key rate change proceedings for electric and gas.

And then we will cover near great change.

calendars for both electric and gas going through the end of 2023.

And do a click into the January 1, 2023.

rate change that just occurred.

So for electric, looking at the proceedings that.

were expecting to implement throughout the remainder of 20.

3, we have 5 proceedings.

The first is the 2023.

general rate case law fire insurance settlement.



A final decision was actually just issued on this.

proceeding last Thursday, and it carves out the Wild card insurance.

related request from the 2023 general.

rate case for approval.

And it results in an electric revenue requirement of about 400.

million. So given that it was just approved last week, we.

expect to implement this in rates in March of 2023.

Numbers 234 on our list are the wildfire mitigation.

and catastrophic event Memorandum account proceedings, or.

himsy proceedings.

These proceedings request recovery of recorded.

cost related to wildfire mitigation and emergency response.

efforts.

So #2 is the 2020 whimsy proceeding this.

is requesting recovery of recorded costs from 20.

7 through 2019.

And proposed decisions are on the CPUC voting.

agenda for the February 2nd voting meeting. So.

if the proceedings approved at that time, this would go into.

rates on March 1st.

3 is the 2021 whimsy proceeding and.

this is requesting recovery of costs all the way through.

2020.

And page and requested that the amounts in this.

proceeding be amortized over two years to the size of the request.

We do not yet have a proposed decision so.

we're currently expecting one to be issued in.

time for approval and implementation in June of 20.



3.

4th on the list is the 2022 Lynsey proceeding.

This includes costs all the way through 2021.

And this proceeding was actually just submitted in December 20.

2.

So it's pretty early on for the proceeding, however.

as part of the application, PGE sought what's called.

interim cost recovery.

And this is a request that allows PG and E to begin recovering.

a portion of the request prior to final.

decision in the overall proceeding to amortize the.

amounts over longer period of time as well as avoid delays.

cost recovery.

So that's part of this interim cost request, PGE and.

sought to implement a portion of the total revenue requirement.

request in rates in June of 2023.

So we'll be keeping a close eye on that proceeding over the next month to see.

if that interim cost recovery is approved.

in time.

And then finally in the list #5, we have the 20.

3 general rate case or GRC this proceeding.

was submitted back in June of 2021 and there's been.

a number of updates to it since.

The latest update was in December 20.

2 as part of the reply brief process within that.

proceeding.

And the forecast that will be presenting in later slides.

reflects that latest update request.



And the scoping member in this proceeding has a proposed.

decision being issued in the second quarter of 2023 and.

a final decision in the third quarter. So our current expected.

implementation date is September 2023, but.

again the amounts that are ultimately proved as well as the timing will be subject.

to women.

Those decisions are issued and eventually approved.

So with that, I'll hand it over to Katia to color cover the gas.

proceedings that I didn't already touch on.

Thank you, Ben. I'm Katia Sokoloff and I.

manage the gas rates group and a.

lot of the proceedings have a crossover into gas.

So I'm just going to go over kind of the two proceedings.

4 and #5 that Ben did not.

touch upon. So #4 is the.

track two of the general rate of the 20.

3 general rate case and that.

is a recovery of the recorded cost.

From 2021 and it is.

It'll be implemented probably about the same time.

as when the.

The general rate case gets implemented, which would be September.

The next one is the 2023 gas transmission.

and storage cost allocation and rate design this used.

to be known as G TNS and.

it was a rate design and cost.

allocation proceeding. Also it was a revenue requirement.

request in the 2023 GRC.



Those revenues have been moved into.

that case. So what this case does is it.

Only allocates those dollars that.

are associated with transmission in storage and does.

rate design. We are currently meeting.

with certain parties to see if we can settle.

any portions of it. Some of the requests that we have.

is we are updating a sales forecast in this proceeding.

We are also updating the local transmission.

study and there's some inventory.

management that we are moving out of backbone and into.

end user rates.

And if the settlement does not go?

through, we will then be moving into hearings.

sometime in February.

And with that, I will pass it back to Ben.

Thank you. So the next two slides, we will cover the.

electric rate chains calendar this one presents.

a rate forecast through the end of 2023 and then the following.

slide, I'll do a brief click into the January 1st rate change.

So before I dive into the content here, I just wanted to ground.

System average rates for bundled as well as direct access.

and CTA customers.

For each rate change anticipated throughout 20.

3, along with the key drivers for the rate change.

And the drivers that are approved by the Commission are.

shown in blue, while the ones that are still pending are shown in red.

So as you look at this calendar, you can see that for.



all of the forward looking rate changes, there is a lot of.

red pending proceedings.

Which highlights the uncertainty I was alluding to previously in.

And.

Just a reminder that uncertainty is there and that what?

we're presenting here in terms of the numbers are based on the latest as filed.

amounts in the pending proceedings.

So finally the direct access and CCA.

average rates that are shown here are for PG and E provided services only.

So they exclude the generation rate component which is.

supplied by other service providers.

So diving into the content beginning with.

the January 1st rate change, there's a number.

of drivers called out on the slide. I will just highlight.

a few of them.

These include incremental insurance and vegetation.

The implementation of the funnel decision and.

the 2023 cost of capital proceeding.

Our annual update to the transmission revenue requirement.

which occurs on January 1st of each year and then finally the.

Implementation of the 2023 energy resource.

and recovery account or ERA forecast, which is.

the proceeding that sets our generation and PCIA rates as.

well as our sales forecast for 2023.

So we can see that as a result of this rate change.

the system average bundled rates increased by about 3.

3%, while the average direct access.



and CC rates decreased.

By about 6%.

The main driver for that difference there is due.

to an increase in generation rates and a decrease.

in PCIA rates as a result of the 2023.

ERA forecast proceeding.

Because of higher market prices for electricity.

Looking ahead to the remainder of 2023, the next.

anticipated rate changes in March.

And in this Mary change, we have the conclusion.

of a refund associated with the Department of.

Water Resources bond charge.

We have our annual update to one of the transmission related balancing.

accounts and then we have a number of the proceedings that I covered.

on the previous slide and while the 2020.

GRC insurance settlement here is shown in.

red, it was actually approved last Thursday, so that.

is now in an approved to go into rates as I mentioned previously.

So if all of these are approved for the March rate change?

we would see a bundled increase of just over a.

cent per kWh or about 3.7% in.

a direct access in CCA increase of about 6.

6% or again about 1 cent per kWh.

For the June rate change, which would be our next rate change?

after March, we have the completion of.

recovery from the 2018 catastrophic events.

Memorandum account.

As well as the completion of a tax adjustment, both of these were implemented.

in June of 2022 last year for a 12 month period.



And then we also have the pending 2021 and 20.

2 whimsy proceedings that I covered previously, so.

if all of these pending proceedings are approved, we'd see an.

increase of about 1.7 cents.

And that translates to about 6% for bundled in about.

11% for direct access and CCA again.

because the generation rate components excluded.

So finally looking.

To this September rate change this.

rate change is based on the 2023 GRC request.

This is our current estimated date for implementation.

of the GRC based on scoping memo, but again.

the proceeding still pending so.

It's unclear the final amount that will be approved as well.

as when it when it will ultimately be approved to go into rates.

What we're showing here, there's two components driving the rate increase.

and we can see that the rate increase for the September based on asphalt.

amounts is about 5.4 cents.

Per kWh, there's two components driving it first.

There's an increase related to PG Jones request for the.

2023 test year.

And then second, there's an increased related to a delay.

in the issuance of a final decision in this proceeding.

So regarding that first part, if the Commission approves.

an amount lower than what's requested, it will ultimately.



reduce the rate impact upon implementation.

And then regarding the second part, the final decision.

in the GRC will approve a revenue requirement that dates.

back to January 1st of 2023.

But because there's been delays in the proceeding, that revenue requirement.

Will not actually be effective in this forecast until September 1st.

So because there's a delay in under collection.

accumulates in the balancing accounts.

Yeah. And ultimately the commissions likely to direct.

PGE as to how to recover this under collection from customers.

over a certain period of time. Right now the forecast is.

assuming that under collection will be recovered over.

16 months.

From September 2023 through December 2024.

however, if we're directed to recover.

that over a longer period of time, that would reduce the rate impact.

upon implementation, but it would remain in rates for longer.

So the size of the under collection will vary depending.

on what's approved in the final decision.

So just to hit this home one more time that the.

rate impact from the pending GRC is still very much.

in flux.

We want to have a great sense of what that rate impact will be until we receive.

that final decision.

In Q3 of this year, according.

to the schedule.

OK, moving on to the next slide we have just.

a click in to the January 1st rate change.



So on the left columns here we're presenting.

the impacts by customer Class 4 bundle.

customers and on the right side for direct access.

and CTA customers.

And you can see all the way at the bottom we see the average.

system rate impact. So that shows the 3.3% for.

bundled and the -, 6.1% for direct access.

and CCA that I mentioned before, so.

this is here for reference. The slide deck will be distributed.

following meeting. So you can see the different rate impacts.

for the different customer classes.

With that, I'll pass it back over to Katia to cover gas.

Thanks Ben.

All right, so similar calendar that we.

saw on electric, we have the same one on gas.

in January, we had our annual gas.

trip and rates pretty much are transportation.

rates went down. What I'm showing on this slide.

is just the transportation rates for GNR 1.

GNR, 2, industrial distribution and industrial.

transmission. The next slide will have more detail.

with other customer classes. So one.

of the reasons our rates.

And down is a few programs.

ended such as Wima we also.

had a late another late.

implementation with the 2020 GRC and.

that under collection ended and then.



with the end of the 2019.

GTS cycle, there were some balancing.

accounts that were associated with those.

programs and those dollars were not spent therefore.

they were returned to customers.

Moving forward to August, we.

have a pending rape case, which is the wildfire.

mitigation catastrophic event that we discussed.

in the previous slide and if those?

get voted out in February, we will be having.

another rate change in August the other.

for sure.

Item in August will be the 2011 and 20.

4 GT NS update we.

had a costs that were being collected.

for 2022 and that will come to an end in.

August and then similar.

to electric, we have the GRC implementation.

And just to this is.

The ceiling. This is what we filed. This was our.

ask. Historically, we have not received.

our filed positions so most.

likely this will be a smaller percentage.

change than we are currently showing. But this is what.

was filed and we also have an.

under collection that we are.

I'm collecting over six months in this.

16 months in this forecast, but.



if the Commission orders us to have a longer.

amortization period, that also will impact.

the percentages.

And with that, I will move to the next slide.

So this is showing our proposed.

January 1st rate change and it has.

our bundled customers which procure gas from.

PG and E and then it has our transport only and.

non core non covered entities.

And as I had mentioned in the previous slide.

we had transportation rate decreases.

which impacted the majority of the customers and.

currently when we are forecasting what?

we believe the 2023 procurement rate compared.

to what actually bundled customers.

paid, we are seeing a decrease.

However in if we can move to.

the next slide.

However, currently in the short term, when we are looking.

at winter prices and comparing it to last winter.

we are seeing an increase, but when we.

move out of the winter months, we should be seeing.

decreases and with that.

I will be turning over the presentation to Elena.

Thank you. Thanks. Hi. My name is Alina.

Zohrabian and I work in pricing products team.

focusing on them and the new net billing tariff.

So the net billing tariff?



decision, which is the decision #22?

2 Zero 56 was adopted.

On December 15, 2022.

This decision closed the NEM too, tariffs.

Hundreds of 120.

days after its adoption, which?

would be April 14, 2020.

that's the last day that the Member 2 paraffins available.

And any customer applying after that date.

would be considered a net billing customer but.

would we temporarily build on them too?

And the Commission gave 12 months.

for residential customers to.

be built on.

The net billing and.

basically 18 months for non residential customers.

to be built on that billing, so these customers.

are gonna be temporarily billed on them too until.

the billing is able.

to build them on the net billing tariff.

This decision also ordered.

the utilities to submit their.

proposed net billing tariff.

So at the end of this month, we will be submitting.

The proposed net billing tariff.

and because the tariff is currently.



obviously not submitted and therefore not approved.

there are certain things that the Commission.

told us in this decision that are clear.

That we are communicating to you and.

there will be things that we would be proposing.

and therefore until it's approved, we.

would not know the answer.

To some of your questions.

So we are providing the link to the decision.

and the decision is over 200.

pages, but we are also providing.

the link to the CPU.

C fact sheet and that's.

a short summary of what the decision is communicating.

Find this slide. We wanted to compare.

the key element of the new unit billing tariff.

With the original name and the current.

NEM 2 tariff.

So as far as the required rate, NEM.

customers could be on any applicable rate.

name 2 customers had to be on.

Any time of use applicable rate.

but for net billing customers, there's only.

currently one residential rate.

which is called elect.

So all residential customers have to take this.



rate.

This rate has a monthly fixed charge of about.

$15.00, but the non residential.

customers can be on any open and applicable.

time of use rate.

As far as legacy treatment comparison.

Neminem 2 customers had 20 years.

on each of their tariffs. The net billing customers.

have nine chairs.

The measuring the metering interval requirements.

Basically there was none for the.

Customers for NEM 2 because the way.

the non bypassable charges were calculated.

And had to be based on meter interval the.

interval for residential was one hour.

And for.

Non Perez, that's 15 minutes, but.

for the new unit filling tariffs.

Both resin nombres have to be on a 15.

minute interval.

As far as the system sizing limitation.

there was an upper cap of 1 MW.

for Nam customers.

On them too, they lifted.

that CAP, but obviously kept the requirement.

Production for the generation.

in a year had to be equal.

to the 12 months of usage.



for the customer and we allowed.

a slight 10% oversizing for smaller.

customers under them too, but for larger.

customers.

Basically, the production and usage have to match.

For the neural net billing tariff.

Customers are allowed to oversize 50.

but in order to do so, they have to.

Sign up at the station.

And one of the conditions is that the load.

needs to materialize within 12 months of.

the PTO.

Or permission to operate.

As far as credit for?

exports, them protomers got credit.

at retail rates, name 2 customers.

They got credit at retail rates, but they had to.

pay their non bypassable charges per meter.

intervals so they got a little less credit.

for the net filling tariffs the.

whole structure of the crediting.

Is based on the CPU C developed.

avoided cost calculator.

so it's a totally different.

Concept and.

basically for the first five years of the program.



Values are locked in for 9 years based on.

calendar, calendar, year of interconnection.

And.

The value for the avoided cost calculator.

that the CPU seed developed.

Basically varies.

By our by month and.

are different for weekdays, weekends and.

holidays, so you can imagine this massive spreadsheet.

and we will each IU.

Will be posting this.

In an external website. So.

ustomers can see the exports value.

Additional export credit.

or the avoided cost calculator, or a C plus.

Basically, NEM and them to customers did not.

have this.

This is an extra credit for eligible.

residential customers who interconnect within.

the first five years of the net billing tariff.

And.

They would lock in this additional credit.

which is actually a fixed number for.

9 years.

The low income customers would get a.

slightly higher adder or credit.

And this credit decreases annually.



by 20% for eligible customers.

interconnecting and it give them calendar year.

So what it means is, for example if a customer.

interconnects in 2023 they would get.

the full value of this additional credit.

And they would lock it in for 9 years.

If a customer interconnects in 2020.

they would get 20% less.

than the full value, but then?

they would block that for 9 years.

And it would go on like that would decrease every year.

Toward the first five years of the.

Net billing tariff.

Going to the next slide.

Comparing the payment, the residential and.

small medium business for them and NEM 2 for.

defaulted into the annual payment and.

only large nonpresidential customers.

paid their bill.

Every month for the net billing tariff.

all customers have to pay their charges.

every month.

As far as the truck period, it sells 12.

months and nothing has changed for them customers.

on threw up.

Exports credit offset charges, but not.

For NEM 2 customers, exports credits.



offset charges in any month, but not the.

minimum bill and not the non bypassable charges.

And for Jeanette, billing tariffs export credits.

offset charges in any month, but not.

he non bypassable charges and not the fixed.

charges.

As far as kWh netting basically.

Nam customers for netting.

Of imports and exports.

NEM 2 customers there was interval.

netting of imports and exports because of the way.

the non bypassable charges were calculated.

But as far as the net billing tariff, there is no netting.

of imports and exports. So what does that mean?

That means each meter.

has two channels, one measures.

the usage from the grid which.

is the import channel and one.

uses measures the export.

to the grid which is the export channel so.

these two channels are basically.

measuring electricity and are separate.

from each other in the net billing tariff.

You get charged based on your import channel.

and you get credited based on your export.

channels. We are not meeting those two values together.

As far as non bypassable charges.



For NEM customers, there were charged only.

if net charges are greater than 0.

ro. For NEM 2, there were charged on positive.

net usage.

And for net billing tariffs, they're charged.

for all of the usage.

And for Karen Farrah for.

NEM and NEM 2 customers, the discounts for.

Karen Farrah applied to the retail export compensation.

rate, but for net billing tariffs.

The discount will not be applied to the retail compensation rate.

So now we're gonna talk about the NEM expiration.

versus the solar legacy TOU.

rate. And I don't know if you guys remember, but?

Solar legacy to you basically there.

e was a Commission decision that allowed.

solar customers that were eligible.

to stay on their legacy rate.

And by saying legacy rates, we.

are referring to the rates that had the peak.

period between 12 and six versus.

the new rates that have their peak period between.

4:00 and 9:00.

So we're going to review this two Q&amp;A.

Has my name expiration date different?

from the solar legacy to you period expiration date?

The Nam tariffs, both Neminem 2 allow.



a customer to stay on them for 20 years.

from the permission to operate date this.

has nothing to do with whether a customer qualifies.

for solar legacy to you, period or not. So.

Nam expiration and the TU.

legacy period expiration are two.

different things.

What happens when I reach my solar legacy?

to you? Period expiration date, you will.

no longer be eligible to continue enrollment.

on the legacy rate?

At that time, you can choose an applicable.

open non residential fee.

the be rates or the AG rates whichever.

one is applicable to you or PG and.

E will transition you to an applicable rate.

he following deadlines.

For commercial and industrial customers, it.

would be the November after your expiration.

date for agricultural customers.

it would be March after your expiration date.

Thank you. I'm gonna hand it to the next.

Thank you.

Thank you, Alina. My name is Wayne.

Cho. I am a product manager on.

the rate tools team.

So now we're gonna dive.

into some of the awesome tools that we have online to.



really help you get insights into your.

energy usage and save money.

If you have a PG and e.com account.

this will look very familiar on the.

left side of the page you have.

your account balance and access to our building tools.

Our focus today is, it's what?

ill you what's on the right side of the page you have?

access to tools that can help you understand.

your businesses, energy usage and.

learn and opportunities to really save money.

These tools are a part.

of our business energy checkup platform.

We have tools that help you compare.

your current rate plan with the other rate plans.

that you are eligible for to really ensure.

that you are on the lowest cost rate plan.

Then, based on that information, if.

necessary, you could change your rate plan.

You can also view historical energy use.

usage and cost data and.

lastly there you can also there's a tool to.

help you compare your current and previous month's bills.

Looking on any of these links.

on this on this page will take you to our.

business energy check up portal so.

let's take a closer look at of these tools.

Carson Carson usage trends.



tool really allows you to easily view.

our energy usage and cost over.

over a period of time.

You have the ability to.

quickly select the time period for.

the chart that you see there. You can select from.

Daily, Weekly, monthly, yearly.

for example. But you also have.

the option to select a specific date.

ustom date, that date range that you're interested at.

as well. You can easily switch.

views to focus on whether.

it be your electricity costs.

Or electricity usage and.

for our gas customers you can also.

view your gas usage and cost.

one one of the really cool features that I always.

like to kind of throw out there is.

hat by moving your mouse over one.

of the bars on the chart that.

you'll see a rollover window a rollover window.

appears with really specific details as.

to the usage and costs.

For that particular period, it really breaks it down and.

give you that detailed information.

Now we have a compare bills which.

is next.

For those of you that.



Find yourself so frequently comparing.

your current bill with the previous month's bill.

to see how your cost and usage usages.

change to this is.

really the tool that you should that.

that's where you this tool basically allows you to compare.

a bill with the previous months bill or you.

can compare the bill to last year's bill.

If you're kind of looking for that yearly, that yearly.

Outlook of change within.

the same time period this tool breaks.

down the key changes that that's.

impacting the cost. You could just quickly.

from this example we can see that.

your current bill is $57 lower.

than the previous months months, Bill.

And then over over on the right of the page we display.

a summary.

Of the key changes driving.

the changing costs, when you click on that details link.

Next, we have a rate analysis UM.

know a lot of us are always wondering.

are we currently on the best rate plan?

This is where you.

can kind of really get that insight as to whether you.

are or are not on the best rate plan rate the.

rate analysis tool allows you to see how your current.



rate compares to other rate plans.

that you're eligible for behind the scenes.

What this tool is really doing is that it's taking.

your actual energy usage for the past.

12 months.

To calculate the price of the usage.

under each of the rate plans that you're eligible for.

UM, in this example the.

B6 rate plan is showing.

up as a better rate that would save.

in this particular case, save this customer 40.

00.

Clicking on the other rate plans link at.

the bottom there you're.

able to see other rate plans that you're eligible for.

and the projected cost for each.

of those other eligible rate plans one.

thing that I do want to mention there.

are some limitations with the rate analysis tool for.

one customer have must have at least.

three months of usage data.

For the analysis to work and.

then secondly, there's a small.

segment.

Of customers that currently don't have.

access to rate analysis.

Complex number rates any?

customers that are complex NEM that's currently.



not supported.

And customers that have multiple.

service points for.

a service agreement, however, I.

do want to mention that we're working hard.

really to unblock these customers so that they can.

take advantage of rate analysis.

Next and the next slide, if.

you notice in rate analysis, there's this. Learn more.

link. Click on, learn more. We'll present you with.

a detailed explanation.

and comparison of the rates.

Basically here you'll see an overview of the rate plan.

and additionally there's a chart showing.

a month to month comparison between.

the two rate plans.

Your current rate planned and whichever rate plan that.

you selected in that drop down.

The rate analysis as you.

can see, it's a really great tool, but.

it also it only runs the analysis against.

a single service agreement you.

can easily select specific service agreements.

right there in the upper right corner.

in that drop down box there however we.

e do know that there are many businesses that have.

more than one service agreement, so.

Wouldn't it be great if we have a tool that can run?



this analysis across all service?

agreements at this at the same time, and this is where?

batch rate analysis comes?

in on the next slide here.

That's.

Nick. Yeah. Yep. Thank you batch rate analysis.

basically does the same thing as they rate analysis.

tool that we just talked about.

it, but it analyzes all of the.

all of your service agreements at the same time just.

quickly at the top.

Uhm, you see that we.

have information on the.

potential savings of all of your service.

agreement. You can see total number.

of agreements, agreements that we analyzed.

there are I mentioned earlier there are some agreements.

that we can analyze like I said you need at least three.

months of usage data and.

Gas. We currently don't analyze.

gas service agreements and.

then lastly, we show you a summary.

of the service agreements that have put potential savings.

You can see here from the screenshot.

there are 95 service agreements.

with a better rate for a savings of $198,000.

Quickly in the second section you have the ability.



to filter results and target specific savings.

profile. So for example only show me service.

agreements where I save more than $100 you.

can also upload a specific list of service.

agreements using a CVS or.

CSV or PDF file.

And lastly you could export.

the results to a file as well.

Next, so now we talk about the rate analysis of.

Analyzing your current rates.

next we have the rates stimulator and using the rate simulator.

you can really see which rate plan is.

best. If you made some changes to.

your energy usage or demand the rates.

simulator comes in two flavors we.

have a general rate simulator and an advanced rate.

simulator and the general rate.

The quick and simple simulation.

There's an intuitive UI that allows the user.

to easily define desired.

adjustments for the simulation you.

basically select the this desired to.

U period and modify the energy.

usage for. You could increase decrease.

or shift energy usage to another period.

The adjustments are applied and then simulate.

it against the past 12 months of.

usage data.



This tool so supports up to.

three adjustments. So for example, I can.

create a simulation.

based on reducing on peak usage by.

10% and also shifting some.

of my part part peak usage to.

off peak.

Lastly, I do want to mention that this simulation.

usage adjustments made for peak day.

events that you could adjust as well.

Now quickly on to the advanced rate simulator.

This is targeted for our power users.

those who want to make more targeted.

more tailored user and usage and demand.

adjustments. One of the biggest additions with the.

here from the general rate simulator is that.

you see a table there detailing the.

actual usage over the.

targeted 12 month period.

So in addition to.

Defining bulk changes to monthly the monthly.

usage values you can the.

user can choose to edit the tables manually.

to target specific changes for each of.

those months to really create that tailored.

simulation, the user can also.

customize specific characteristics of their essay.



They could change the voltage class primary.

y, secondary transmission. They can also customer.

Customize their solar choice.

contribution percentage you can.

customize the number of PDP event.

days for the simulation over the 12.

months and you can also change the capacity.

reservation limit. I do want to call out that.

the user is able with the advance to customize.

the 12 month period to simulate against whereas.

with the general.

It's rate similar it automatically.

simulates against the past 12 months of usage.

data. So as you can see the advanced.

rate simulator really helps you answer.

some of those more tailored. What if type?

questions you energy usage questions?

And then last but not least, so now.

that year you've.

You've had the opportunity to run the rate analysis.

run the rate simulator, we've made it.

really easy for you to manage and change your rate.

Next slide.

You can get to this page by clicking.

on the manage your rate plan link from the dashboard.

or the change your rate plan.

link on the rate analysis page and it'll.



and here you'll see all of the.

service agreements that are on your account and.

to change your rate plan it's as easy.

as just clicking that change rate link.

that you see for each of the service agreements.

listed and then that will take you.

Directly to the next slide.

Where you can see your current rate plan and.

all of the other rate plans that you're eligible for.

So it's then from here, it's just as easy.

as selecting your desired rate plan and then?

clicking next to review and submit your request.

So that was a really quick look.

at the all of the powerful tools that is.

available to you on PG and e.com to.

view and manage your energy use and cost.

And now with that, I'll hand it back to.

I'll hand it back to Jeannie.

Thank you so much, Wayne. I really appreciate that.

And now I'd like to introduce Scott.

We'll be discussing the agral agricultural time of use.

And just to respect everyone's time, if you.

do not have an agricultural account and may.

not be experiencing this, you are welcome to.

leave the call at this time. But.

please make sure that you have submitted your.

email through the Q&amp;A if you would like a copy.

Of the deck, the question and answers embedded.



in that deck, and also a link to.

he recording. All right, Scott, take it away.

Thanks Jenny.

Good morning and thanks for sticking around till the end. My name is Scott.

Bond AG and food processing account manager.

I'll be talking about the egg time of use rate transition.

and briefly explain some of the changes to egg time of use.

As you hopefully know by now starting in 2019.

California utilities began the transition to new.

time of use periods, responding to a significant increase.

in solar generation and the need to support a cleaner.

nergy mix. Peak hours have moved from the afternoon.

to early evenings, while the transition began in.

2019, it continues for customers who were previously.

And eligible to transition because either they didn't.

have an interval meter, they didn't have 12 months of interval meter.

data or qualifying the legacy solar customers.

So each year we transition newly eligible ad.

customers and March and other business customers in.

November.

Next slide.

So this slide shows some of the key time of use changes.

for the Ag segment. Some of those changes shown.

are summer is four months, not 6.

Ag only has peak and off peak periods, no partial peak.

anymore.

Peak hours or five 8:00 PM, seven days a week 3.



65 days a year. And while ag time of.

use periods are the same year round, prices still change.

for somewhere in winter and the last to point out is that there.

are no daylight savings time adjustments that used to happen twice.

a year.

Next slide.

So this slide shows the four AG rates and some of the.

key elements that distinguish each rate. While I won't really.

slide for you, I want to explain some of the elements here.

So we now use measured demand instead of connected load.

and 35 kilowatts is roughly the threshold.

between small services and medium and large services.

We also use operating hours to help us choose.

the best rate for our customers 1300.

annual operating hours is the rough cut off between age 1.

and Aggie 2, while 1500 hours is the.

rough cut off between AGB and AGC. And.

I say roughly as it's based on system wide averages, not a.

hard cutoff.

For example, in General Services with less.

than 1500 annual operating hours may do better.

on AGB than on AGC.

Lastly, we have what is called the demand charge rate limiter.

for AGC customers.

This feature puts a cap on bill charges and provides protection.

from infrequent spikes in demand, such as pump testing.

for AG wells where there may be high demand.

but very little usage, so customers will automatically.



receive a credit on their bill when their check charges.

exceed the calculated demand charge rate limiter.

Looks like.

And this light is a decision flow chart using the rate elements.

that we discussed on the prior slide. It simply.

shows which rates may be best for customers based on measured.

demand and operating hours.

Next slide.

The last topic that I'm going to cover today is our Ag flex rate.

option or AG F.

Our legacy time of use had weekends where peak charges didn't.

apply, so add customers could irrigate. For example on weekends.

and pay less. The new AGF rate option gives.

AG customers a virtual weekend, avoiding peak periods.

IDGAF has three options that customers can choose from.

to that provide 69 continuous hours.

of off peak pricing and one that provides 40.

hours twice a week. Keep in mind that agaf.

ff peak prices are a little higher than peak prices on the base, right.

ates.

But if customers can restrict operations or pumping.

to the off peak periods, agaf may be a good fit.

Back to you, Jeanne.

Thank you so much for that, Scott, and thank you all.

for attending today. I really appreciate you.

taking this time out of your schedule and.

once again, please, if you'd like a copy of this.

deck along with the question answers.

even those that were not published, we will be taking.



our time to respond accurately to.

those.

And we will have those along with the deck and.

a link to the recording sent out to you so.

please take this opportunity if you haven't yet.

to enter in your email address into the queue and.

n and we'll be sure to get.

this out to you as soon as we can get a link to that recording. So.

it may take a few days, but we will get it out to you as soon as it's available.

Thank you again.


